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Driver, surnamed Li, had the time of her life singing behind the wheel
She built herself a mobile karaoke system using the car, phone and mic
She held the microphone with one hand and driving with the other
Incident was captured in Chengdu, southwest China, on Wednesday
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While most of us channel our inner diva by singing in the kitchen or bathroom, one woman in China
has taken centre stage on a busy motorway.
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A female driver was spotted singing karaoke behind the wheel in the city of Chengdu, southwest
China, during the evening rush hours on Wednesday, reported People's Daily Online.
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Footage of the incident shows the woman, surnamed Li, holding a golden microphone in one hand
while driving with the other.
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A Chinese driver built a mobile karaoke system using the car (left), phone and a spcialised microphone (right)
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The incident reportedly took place on the Third Ring Road in Chengdu at about 6pm on October 20.
The scene was captured by a reporter from Chengdu Newspaper, who accidentally came across
the passionate crooner on the motorway.
Driver Li seemed to be having the time of her life singing into a shiny microphone while steering the
vehicle with one hand.
After the motorist noticed she was being filmed, she even turned to the camera to interact with her
audience.
According to Chengdu Newspaper, Li, who was in her 30s, recently bought the 'incar karaoke
microphone' from a friend's store.
She said the microphone allowed her to set up a mini karaoke system in her car.
Li told reporters: '[As long as] the car, my phone and the mic are tuned into the same channel, I can
start singing.'
Li seemed to be extremely pleased with the new purchase as she highly praised the produce on her
social media account.
One post on her WeChat, the Chinese hybrid of Whatsapp and Facebook, read: 'I could sing a few
songs when there's traffic.
'The mic was so powerful that one guy who drove a BMW followed me for a long time just to ask me
what mic it was.
'The only down side to singing karaoke in the car is the random scratches you get on the car.'
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The woman (pictured) had the time of her life singing behind the wheel in Chengdu, southwest China, this
week
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The traffic office, however, are less impressed with Li's act.
Local officer Yang Xiaoyong said the driver's behaviour was highly risky and is not allowed by the
laws.
Yang said: 'I have never met anybody who sings karaoke while driving.
'This is considered the same kind of dangerous driving as those who eat, smoke or play with their
phones while driving.'
Li Mingshao, another officer, said Li's behaviour has posed a threat to other vehicles that obeyed
the traffic rules.
Li could be charged with a penalty of 50100 Yuan (£510) once the authority confirms the case.
She could also face two points deduction from her driving record.
Li is yet to respond to press queries on her dangerous driving.
No arrest has been made yet.
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comeback single Hello
Hello racked up 27.7
million views

Not such an Angel
now! Alessandra
Ambrosio goes without
underwear in a daring
cutout white dress at
InStyle Awards
Victoria's Secret model
ruled the red carpet
Malibu celebrities and
billionaires band
together to spend $31
MILLION to replenish
sand on the shoreline of
their beach homes
Protecting their homes
Hair we go! Makeup
free Lara Bingle ruffles
her iconic blonde bob
as she enjoys beauty
spa treatment in Sydney
Wife of Avatar star Sam
Worthington
Angels unite! Sara
Sampaio flaunts her
slender curves in lacy
lingerie along with
fellow Victoria's Secret
models for sizzling
photoshoot in Miami
'Goodbye (for now)
Grindr! It was fun for
'group' get togethers':
Marc Jacobs quits gay
dating app after it was
revealed he had ten
man orgy
Who IS Sonia Ben
Ammar? Parisian
beauty spotted getting
cosy with Brooklyn
Beckham is jetsetting
actress, model and
singer who also loves
art
'You uthed to call
me...': Mike Tyson gives
a quirky rendition of
Drake's Hotline Bling
after viral meme pokes
fun at his lisp
The boxer gave it a shot
Jon Stewart and his
family start a sanctuary
for abused farm animals
in New Jersey as he
begins life after The
Daily Show
Project after TV exit
On your bike! Kristen
Stewart shows off her
motorcycle skills as she
starts shooting scenes
for new film Personal
Shopper in Paris
Back to her day job
It's party time! Monica
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Bellucci shows off a
hint of her cleavage in a
semisheer black gown
as Lea Seydoux sports
a pink floral minidress
at Spectre bash

Julia Roberts goes for
geek chic in thick
framed glasses and a
sheer lace dress as she
presents an award at
starstudded InStyle
bash
Priscilla Presley, 70,
looks flawless as she
puts on a youthful
display in burgundy
shirt and chic black
skirt for TV appearance
Former wife of Elvis
Not long now! Lauren
Bush Lauren shows off
her baby bump in sweet
snap posted by
husband David as the
couple count down the
final weeks until due
date
'It was kinda hard':
Selena Gomez
overcomes sadness of
the tragic death of her
makeup artist with the
help of Michelle
Williams at InStyle
Awards
Makeup free Jennifer
Garner opts for comfort
over style as she slips
into skintight leggings
and striped sweater
Amid dealing with divorce
from Ben Affleck
Caitlyn Jenner keeps it
casual in white trousers
and a twotone sweater
as she steps out after
Kim Kardashian's baby
shower
White after Labor Day
Kylie Jenner shows off
her toned curves in
black semisheer
leggings and a white
crop top as she leaves
recording studio
Loves to flaunt her figure
Gwyneth Paltrow takes
the plunge in a daring
low cut black gown as
she is honored at
InStyle Awards
Honored with the Style
Icon award
Looks like she's the
breadwinner! Nicole
Kidman splashes out on
a baguette as she visits
London market with
husband Keith Urban
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Stocked up on groceries

Hilaria Baldwin plants
a kiss on cherubic
daughter Carmen's
cheek as they enjoy a
day of shopping in NYC
The wife of Alec Baldwin
couldn't hide her pride
Optical illusion!
Kourtney Kardashian
turns heads in a nude
top as she makes a
casual but chic dinner
arrival
She's a mother of three
'It was scary and
crazy': Ellen DeGeneres
admits she worried
coming out as gay
would ruin her career
The 57yearold star
came out in 1997
Makeup free Goldie
Hawn, 69, shows off her
incredible figure in tight
exercise gear as she
enjoys an outdoor
workout with pal
Kate Hudson's mom
New mother Keira
Knightley shows off her
natural beauty as she
goes completely make
up free while out in New
York
She's a mother of one
Boys' night out! David
Beckham and teenage
son Brooklyn enjoy
some quality time
together as they hit up
trendy West Hollywood
restaurant Craig's
Kirsten Dunst gets
cheeky as she flashes
her white underwear
beneath tiny tennis skirt
during shopping trip
The 33yearold actress
was running errands
Zoe Kravitz displays
her slender frame in a
plunging sheer dress as
she brings her lookalike
mother Lisa Bonet as
her plus one to the
InStyle Awards
She's the bell of the
ball! Kate Hudson wears
a breathtaking gown
featuring pale pink
foxglove print at InStyle
awards
Showed off her figure
RHOC star Shannon
Beador slams reports
that she had an 'angry
runin with husband's
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exmistress at college
football game in LA'
Denied the claims

Jessie J flashes her
muscular physique in a
tiny string bikini as she
tries to climb into an
inflatable ring in cute
Instagram video
Has 4.3million followers
'When the time comes
you just go': Joe
Giudice talks about
preparing for prison...
and claims he didn't
know he was doing any
wrong on RHONJ
'Third times a charm!'
Farrah Abraham shows
off the results after
going under the knife
for her THIRD breast
augmentation
Loves plastic surgery
'Best day ever!' North
plays in a teepee as Kim
Kardashian shares a
behindthescenes look
at her Troop Beverly
Hills baby shower as
she shows off her bump
White hot! Miranda
Kerr wows in a figure
hugging frock with
sheer cut outs and a
sexy crossover back at
InStyle Awards
Model looked gorgeous
Party girl Courtney
Love sports smeared
black makeup while
flaunting her cleavage
in a lowcut dress as
she enjoys dinner date
with mystery man
'They try to make
money off you': Tom
Hanks hits out at 'quack
doctors' who prey on
the sick as he talks
about his wife Rita
Wilson's battle with
cancer
Chloe Grace Moretz
looks like the perfect
sorority girl as she joins
costar Zac Efron on the
set of Bad Neighbors
sequel
On location in LA
Dancing With The
Stars favorite Bindi
Irwin leaves rehearsal in
a ripped white dress
and dramatic makeup
before showstopping
Halloween routine
'Hail the Queen of
Darkness': Bindi Irwin
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unleashes her scary
side during Halloween
Night routine on
Dancing With The Stars
Dad was Steve Irwin

DON'T MISS
Tatt's entertaining!
Robbie Williams shows
off his heavily inked
arms in tight black vest
as he rocks out on
stage in Australia
Singer was Down Under
'I don't even think he
danced at my mom's
wedding!' Bindi Irwin
says she didn't get her
moves off her late father
Steve... as she
dedicates DWTS to him
Christina Milian Dips It
Low TWICE as she
steps out in unbuttoned
red blouse and then
cuts the mustard in
plunging tuxedo
Plugged her TV shows
Naomie Harris flashes
a hint of sideboob in a
VERY daring cutout
dress as she leads the
glamour at Day Of The
Dead themed Spectre
afterparty
Starting a heat wave?
Zac Efron shows off his
muscles in a clingy shirt
and tight shorts while
filming Neighbors 2 in
Los Angeles
Raising temperatures
Alex Reid claims Katie
Price is 'obsessed' with
him as he insists his ex
wife 'enjoyed' having
sex with his alter ego
Roxanne
They split in 2011
Gwen Stefani flashes
her midriff in a sexy
patentleather dress at
The Tonight Show...
after 'reaching
settlement with Gavin
Rossdale'
Flashed some flesh
Going for gold! Diane
Kruger shimmers in a
striking metallic dress
as she attends InStyle
Awards
The 39yearold actress
and fashionista wowed
Lamar Odom tests
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positive for cocaine as
it is revealed damage
caused by the drugs
has permanently
damaged kidneys and
lungs
NBA superstar

How low can you go?
Pregnant Coco Austin
shows off extreme
cleavage in a revealing
dress as she supports
IceT at event
Wowed in a vneck dress
Jet, set, go! Yasmin Le
Bon praises the
glamour of flying as she
unveils new coffee table
book of stylish travelers
including Bianca Jagger
and Kate Moss
Demi Lovato channels
her inner prom queen
for fun TV appearance...
and boyfriend Wilmer
Valderrama seems to
approve
Pop royalty stunned
Emotional Kendall
Jenner says her parents
Kris and Caitlyn forced
her and Kylie to choose
between them in
KUWTK clip
When her parents split
EXCLUSIVE: Rob
Kardashian is ready to
donate his kidney to
best pal Lamar Odom if
an organ transplant
becomes necessary
Selfless decision
'7 days till Baby
Seewald's due date!'
Pregnant Jessa Duggar
cradles her growing
bump alongside
husband Ben as they
await arrival of first
child
Suits you! Katie
Holmes wears elegant
blazer and casual
skinny jeans to star
studded luncheon in
NYC
Sported an elegant white
and black blazer
'That really hurt':
Alexis Bellino
addresses her feud with
Tamra Judge over
religion on Bravo's
Watch What Happens:
Live
Spoke of spirituality
'Who are you inside of
that tiny body?' Rihanna
praises teen talent
Braiden Sunshine, 15,
as advisor on The Voice
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Superstar was blown
away by his talent

Daring Duchess of
Cambridge goes braless
in floorlength Jenny
Packham gown and
diamond accessories at
the world premiere of
Spectre
Licence to Thrill: Kate
and William join Daniel
Craig and Bond girls
Monica Bellucci and Léa
Seydoux at star
studded world premiere
of new 007 film Spectre
That's my man! Rachel
Weisz can't hide her
pride as she cuddles up
to husband Daniel Craig
at Spectre world
premiere
Date night for 007 star
The Queen is joined by
Princess Eugenie and
the Princess Royal as
she presents $1.5m
engineering prize to Dr
Robert Langer at
Buckingham Palace
'Happy birthday to our
next great leader': Katy
Perry's gushing
Instagram post to
Hillary Clinton
Posted picture of the pair
in Des Moines, Iowa
Sartorially in sync!
Victoria's Secret beauty
Alessandra Ambrosio
reunites with former
angel Miranda Kerr at
InStyle Awards in
matching white frocks
Jimmy Fallon jokes
about latest hand injury
during monologue of
The Tonight Show after
emergency surgery four
months ago
Poked fun at himself
Putting his bare foot
forward! Liam
Hemsworth ditches the
shoes once more as he
stocks up on leafy
greens in Malibu
He has laid back style
Leggy Perrie Edwards
rocks tiny red miniskirt
while LeighAnne
Pinnock opts for racy
thighhigh boots as the
Little Mix girls head to
perfume signing
Braless Chrissy Teigen
displays her growing
baby belly in fitted black
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dress.... as dadtobe
John Legend cheerfully
arrives at LAX
Expecting her first child

'This is so inspiring
and you are amazing':
Kylie Jenner shows her
support for Australian
teen who overcame
clinical depression to
build fashion empire
Yummy mummies! Liv
Tyler and Olivia Wilde
look stunning in stylish
ensembles as they glam
it up for NYC fundraiser
At the Lunchbox Fund
10th Anniversary Benefit
Olivia Wilde wears an
ontrend green jumpsuit
as she mixes and
mingles at Tribeca
Chanel Women's
Filmmaker Program
luncheon
Traveling in style!
Victoria Beckham turns
heads in bright red
trousers as she catches
a flight out of LAX
Former Spice Girl caught
everyone's attention
Wild thing! Ireland
Baldwin licks a cake
with Matt Dillon's face
on it as her birthday
celebrations continue
Someone has a bit of a
crush on the actor
Hairraising look!
Maggie Gyllenhaal
models a curly blonde
wig and a retro
ensemble on the set of
new porn drama The
Deuce
Red alert! Vanessa
Hudgens looks stylish
as always in a bright
scarlet jumpsuit during
grocery trip in LA
Proudly put her style on
display
No wonder she's a
style icon! Sienna Miller
adds her own twist to a
little black dress with
chunky '90s heels and
messy updo
For Stephen Colbert
SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE:
Annie's girl smiles
again: Tali Lennox is
visiting her mother in
London after
boyfriend's death in
August
James Packer rubs
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shoulders with Leo
DiCaprio, Robert De
Niro and Martin
Scorsese... after paying
trio $17million EACH to
promote new casino

Riding the bus to
Flavortown! Chrissy
Teigen dresses up as
Food Network star Guy
Fieri for FABLife's
Halloween special
Controversial chef
Look away Miss Piggy!
Reese Witherspoon
gets flirty with hunky
Kermit in new Instagram
video ahead of Muppets
appearance
Flirted with the frog
'I love you': Kim
Kardashian reaches
50million Instagram
followers and thanks
fans by posting selfie
licking her lips with
Kanye West
'Bob!' Kourtney
Kardashian shares
flashback photo of
slimline brother Rob
Kardashian sleeping on
Khloe's couch
Missing her brother
Poppy Delevingne
reveals she's a
'changed woman' after
her emotional fourday
trip to the Congo with
Save The Children
Sister of model Cara
Craving Italian? Justin
Bieber dashes to
popular Ristorante San
Glicerio 2 in Milan for
dinner after big win at
MTV EMAs
Star won five MTV EMAs
That's eyecatching!
Kate Bosworth wears a
quirky light brown top
with swirling designs as
she jets into LA from
London
British actress is 32
Kylie Jenner steps out
with Tyga after trying
her hand in the
recording studio...
following the release of
rapper's raunchy video
for Ice Cream Man
Magician Criss Angel,
47, shares photos of his
twoyearold son
undergoing his first
chemo treatments after
being diagnosed with
leukemia
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Hot chocolate, tepees,
and pajamas: Inside
Kim Kardashian's lavish
baby shower inspired
by 1980s classic Troop
Beverly Hills
Expecting second child
Cutie Suri Cruise
mimics mom Katie
Holmes' style in a cerise
coat as they enjoy a
funpacked girls' day
out in Central Park
They went ice skating
Maybe she's born with
it! Christy Turlington
looks fantastic at 46 as
she films Maybelline
commercial in New York
City
Still top model in her 40s
Tom Cruise's strict
diet 'caused friction'
when he shared a fridge
in house with Mena
director Doug Liman
during filming
Drugsmuggling movie
Kristen Taekman
leaves Real Housewives
Of New York to focus on
family... in wake of
husband's Ashley
Madison cheating
scandal
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Victoria's Secret model
Candice Swanepoel
slips into lingerie to
work her magic in front
of the camera on
rooftop shoot in Miami
'Who's gonna crack
first!' Beyonce has a
mock showdown with
Nicki Minaj as they
playfully faceoff
backstage
Wowed the crowd
Bond's beauties: Lea
Seydoux glitters in a
gold backless gown as
costar Monica Bellucci
shows some leg at
world premiere of
Spectre
Bond girls of
yesteryear Maryam
d'Abo and Dame Shirley
Bassey show off their
agedefying looks at
Spectre world premiere
Looked sensational
Do Bond's chatup
lines REALLY work?
Dating guru and 007
lookalike take to the
streets to film women's
reactions... with cringe
worthy results
Collection of striking
portraits of 'the female
form' including Frida
Kahlo and Claudia
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Schiffer to be
auctioned today  and is
expected to go for
$920,000

'Stop inventing
nonsense': Sofia
Vergara shuts down
radio show's rumor that
she is one of Bill
Cosby's sexual assault
victims
Responding to claims
Bette Midler jokes that
sequel to Hocus Pocus
has been delayed
because Disney are
'having trouble finding a
virgin'
Teased her fans
Bobbi Kristina's ex
roommate claims
Whitney Houston's
daughter smoked crack
and did heroin in
addition to smoking pot
Videotaped deposition
'It was painful... I took
a pretty deep dive':
Jared Leto reveals the
toll of going 'method' to
play The Joker in high
anticipated Suicide
Squad
Still an ace night out!
Serena Williams wears
sneakers with glam
white frock to
Hollywood club while
nursing sore ankle
Wore 'tennis' whites
Bad Moms: Mila Kunis,
Christina Applegate and
Kristen Bell to star in
new comedy from
writers of The Hangover
Working title is Bad Moms

Five seconds of love!
Michael Clifford and
Luke Hemmings say hi
to fans as they leave
LA... after snagging
Best Worldwide Act win
at EMAs
Daily Show host
Trevor Noah is dating
and living with New
York auto show model
just months after
splitting with South
African love
Comedian's new lover
Now Mike Tyson
endorses Donald Trump
as he insists The
Donald isn't a racist 
but won't take a
position on Hillary vs.
Bernie
Boxing legend spoke
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Play Bond? Sorry, Mr
Moore you're TOO FAT
and your hair is too
long! Untold 007 stories
the stars would rather
you didn't know
Unraveling the myths
Live with Kelly and
Magic Mike! Ripa and
Strahan dress up as
male strippers in sneak
peek of this year's
Halloween
extravaganza
Right back where she
belongs! Adele rockets
set to shoot straight
back to number one
with 450,000 downloads
of comeback single
Hello sold in the US
Moment Julie Andrews
character waltzes
across the Austrian
landscape and starts
singing named best film
entrance of all time
The Sound of Music
'He was a Great
American': Tina Fey
farewells her father
Donald in a touching
tribute after he passes
away aged 82
Said he farewells
'It really bummed me
out!' Kristen Wiig
responds to
controversy over all
female Ghostbusters
reboot
She faced a lot of critical
comments
PIERS MORGAN:
Enough of this PC
nonsense! James Bond
can't be gay or female
any more than I can
play Wonder Woman or
Lassie
Bond would approve!
Natalie Imbruglia is chic
in a black capsleeved
dress at the world
premiere of Spectre in
London
Sophisticated style star
Obese dad loses 98lbs
after a white van driver
called him a 'fat b******'
as he walked down the
street
Phil Rogers, 40, used a
strict diet and exercise
Not such a Big Daddy!
Adam Sandler shows
off slimmer physique as
he amuses daughters
Sadie and Sunny on
family outing
Comedian lost weight
Alessandra Ambrosio
turns siren of the seas
as she models latest
crop of bikinis on the
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beach in new
swimwear campaign
Back to her day job

New mother Lara
Bingle shows her
maternal side as she
dotes over a small child
and turns heads in
unusual loosefitting
black and white dress
The show must go on!
Jimmy Fallon sports
bright band aids on his
injured hand as he
returns to New York
with family after
Jagermeister tumble
'We're ready to see
Elle': Reese
Witherspoon reveals
her hopes for third
Legally Blonde film
The first film was a hit
movie in 2001
I don't do mom jeans!
Cindy Crawford, 49,
shows off her svelte
model figure in skinny
black denims and
leather jacket as she
fuels up with a coffee
Fourth time's a charm!
Ricky Gervais will
return to host 73rd
Annual Golden Globe
Awards after three year
hiatus
His past stints have not
been without controversy
Gwen Stefani debuts
her single about break
up from Gavin Rossdale
on Ellen after claims
couple have settled
divorce and agreed to
joint custody
The secret life of
Orange is the New
Black's silent Norma:
Annie Golden's hit
single from the 1984
Sixteen Candles
soundtrack unearthed
'I'm glad he's excited':
Supergirl Melissa
Benoist awkwardly
responds to Jeb Bush
calling her 'pretty hot'
The Supergirl star took it
as a compliment
'The Kardashians
saved his life': Lance
Bass praises the reality
TV family for rallying
around Lamar Odom
after overdose
Former *NSYNC star
African American Jem
and the Holograms star
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Aurora Perrineau, 21,
admits she faced racist
abuse from people who
insisted she isn't 'black
enough' for the role

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
John Stamos, 52, is
SMOKIN' hot as he
parties with 23yearold
Jane the Virgin actress
at former RHOBH star's
Halloween bash
'Dreams do come
true!' Taylor Swift meets
with young cancer
sufferer backstage at
her Atlanta concert
The star gave her fan a
night to remember
Back in the sling of it!
Robin Roberts returns
to GMA after taking time
off to have shoulder
surgery
The ABC anchor missed
shows last week
'When you're 31 but
you still feel so small':
Katy Perry has an Alice
In Wonderland moment
while visiting museum
on birthday
Star in Downtown LA
Royally good sports!
Kate, William and Harry
get competitive as they
participate in a welly
throwing competition 
and are left in stitches
at their efforts
Demi Lovato arrives
for radio appearance
handinhand with
boyfriend Wilmer
Valderrama as she
gears up for tour with
Nick Jonas
Queen Latifah flies
into Rio de Janeiro with
Eboni Nichols and
enjoys a beer with the
locals during tour the
city's favelas
Flew in via helicopter
'Make Catherine do a
silly walk!' Duchess of
Cambridge HECKLED
into performing
embarrassing stage skit
by mischievous William
during BAFTA visit

Today's headlines

Most Read

Swimming pools, lavish art and
Hollywood’s Alist there to open it: Inside
James Packer’s $4.5 billion super...
Fox Sports cuts out during the World Series,
play halts and the Americans have to switch
to an international...
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'Strange stuff' happens in Florida
and Texas is full of 'rednecks and
moonshiners': People from outside
of...
Hundreds mourn at funeral of 4yearold
Albuquerque girl a week after she was
tragically killed in road rage...
Meet the obese pooch with a better life
than you: Fat dog is wheeled on to
American Airlines flight in his...
Chemical signs that says baby is coming:
Discovery could help doctors accurately
predict when labour will...
Michael Jackson is world’s topearning
dead celebrity: Singer earned £75m this
year to take total since his...
'Hugging dogs' whose heartbreaking photo
from inside animal shelter brought them
internet fame find a home...
Is this an ‘alien probe’? Strange object set
to sweep past Earth in 2017 (but it may
just be space junk from...
Abortion doctor laughs about failing to pull
out a fetus intact in 11th undercover Planned
Parenthood video...
Common Core gets a Fail for common
sense: Angry parents baffled by third
grade math question that claims...
Republicans move to IMPEACH IRS boss
over claims agency targeted conservative
groups
Sleepwalking teen found NINE MILES from
her home after she walked three miles and
rode six miles on a bus...
Kate goes for flower power: The Duchess of
Cambridge turns on the glitz again in bold
£2,660 Erdem dress at...
For pity's sake leave her alone: She's
going grey. Her eyeliner's too thick. And
for a new mum, she's way...
EXCLUSIVE: How the death of Jay Z's
deadbeat dad opened his heart to let in the
love of his life Beyoncé
EXCLUSIVE PICTURES: 'I love them all 
plump, skinny, tall or short.' John
Wayne's insatiable love for the...
MSNBC host Melissa HarrisPerry claims the
term 'hard worker' is an insult to the
experience of slaves
All in the mind? ME can be cured by
counselling, says Oxford professor who
claims some sufferers do not push...
Second video of violent classroom clash with
cop emerges  as it claimed it happened
because girl had cell...
Obama tells cops they are scapegoats for
race and guns problems – and
deliberately doesn’t mention Black...
American boots on the ground against ISIS:
Pentagon says the US will take 'direct action'
in Iraq and Syria
That’s a jumbosized hug! Baby elephant
squashes her caretaker when she takes
her by surprise by going in...
Mystery as missing 16yearold girl is found
dead in woods four days after she was last
seen
'Wild? I’d say MILD!' Marc Jacobs lashes
back at 'orgy' guest who spilled the beans
about his tenman sex...
Halle Berry and Olivier Martinez announce
they are divorcing with a 'heavy heart' after
just two years of...
First vs Second Amendment: Amish man
sues government to buy firearm without
photo ID as he claims...
Chickens are evolving 15 TIMES faster than
expected: Scientists discover the birds have
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developed two...
GOP presidential candidate
Lindsey Graham plays a bawdy
game of 'date, marry disappear
forever' at bar event...
MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH
Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
more
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